CRAFT BEER FLIGHTS
So much beer, so little time… what’s a beer lover to do? Well, a great way to sample multiple brews is to
order one of our Store Street beer flights. A full list and tasting notes for our Manchester craft beers is
available from the bar.
Choose 4 beers from our selection – each served as 1/3 pint

7.50

Manchester Craft Lager 4.7%
More than a few craft lagers are named after the cities that created them, so we've added Manchester to that list
using almost two centuries worth of expertise on craft ale. We brew Manchester Craft Lager in small batches,
giving it longer maturation to create a stronger, more flavoured lager that takes things up a notch or two.

J.W. Lees Stout 4.0%
JW Lees Stout is a dark and brooding ale that takes its inspiration – and its main ingredient from the
northern skies. Made with pride using the finest northern water.
Manchester Pale Ale 3.6%
Tony Wilson once said: “This is Manchester, we do things differently here”. And he was right. Our
refreshingly Mancunian pale ale gives ale lovers a similar hop-packed offering to its American equivalents.
It's a golden ale that’s made entirely from all-British malt, Liberty and Mount Hood hops. It’s a Postindustrial Manchester classic - as Wilson might have put it.
The Boilerhouse Brew
Monthly limited brew batch from the Boilerhouse at J.W.Lees. In a quiet corner of the brewery yard behind
a large green metal door the old Boilerhouse now has a new kind of tank. It’s a place used to explore and
experiment with new styles and varieties. Ask a member of team for this month’s small batch run.
IPA, Brightside Brewery 5.0%
Our weighty, mid-amber coloured IPA is brewed with Summit, Simcoe and Nelson Sauvin in the copper,
then dry hopped with Mosaic and Amarillo. Popping with vibrant citrus and tropical fruit hop characteristics,
and a crisp bitter finish, it’s an IPA with a big personality!
Helles Crisp Pale Lager 4.8%
The beer is straw coloured with very mild bitterness, has a clean and fresh taste, and shows delicate hop
aromas and flavours. It’s understated and refined rather than flashy, and so is ideal to go with all styles of
food.
Wildside Beers
Brightside brewery make a range of stunning small batch beers. Each brew we secure just a few kegs of
what is normally a fantastic beer. Once it’s gone it’s gone, so don’t miss out on the opportunity to try
something really special from an awesome local brewery.

